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1970-1971 School Calender
OCTOBER

3 Saturday Girl Scouts camping

4 Sunday - Girl Scouts return

9 Friday Boy Scouts camping

1 1 Sunday Boy Scouts return

2 1 Wednesday - -— Home visit, long

weekend

22 Thursday MEA Convention starts

24 Saturday MEA Convention ends

25 Sunday Children return

26 Monday Classes resume

30 Friday End of 1st Nine Weeks

NOVEMBER
6 Friday -— Boy Scouts camping

8 Sunday - Boy Scouts return

25 Wednesday Children travel

home — afternoon

26 Thursday Thanksgiving Day

29 Sunday Children return

30 Monday Classes resume

DECEMBER
18 Friday Christmas Program

19 Saturday Children travel home

JANUARY
3 Sunday — Children return

4 Monday - Classes resume

15 Friday End of semester

FEBRUARY
5 Friday Boy Scouts camping

7 Sunday Boy Scouts return

12 Friday Children travel

home — afternoon

15 Monday Children return

16 Tuesday Classes resume

MARCH
13 Saturday Klondike Derby

for Boy Scouts

19 Friday End of 3rd Quarter

APRIL

2 Friday Boy Scouts camping

4 Sunday Boy Scouts return

7 Wednesday — Children travel

home — afternoon

1 1 Sunday Easter

12 Monday Children return

13 Tuesday Qasses resume

30 Friday - Boy Scouts camping

MAY
2 Sunday — Boy Scouts return

28 Friday Last day of school

29 Saturday Children travel home

Boy Scouts meet every Tuesday night ex-

cept last Tuesday of the month, 8:00 to

9:30 p.m.

Junior National Association of the Deaf
meets every last Tuesday of the month, 8:00

to 9:30 p.m.

Cub Scouts meet every Tuesday afternoon.

3:10 to 4:15 p.m.

Brownies meet every Tuesday, 3:00 to 4.00

p.m.

Junior Girl Scouts meet every Wednesday.
4:10 to 5:00 p.m.

Explorer Post for Visually Impaired meets
every Monday, 8:00 p.m.
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Doctors Accused of Being Contributors to Fantasy • . •

Oralism Leads
To Faulty Education

By Nanette Fobray MocDougoll
An Address Delivered to the 30th Annual AMA Congress on Occupational Health at Century Plaza Hotel,

Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 31, 1970.

MAY COME as a surprise to some of you,

distinguished members of the medical

profession, to learn that I have had three

surgeries inside my ears. I have had a life-

time history of otosclerosis, and at one time

in my professional career, during "Bloomer
Girl," I had every reason to expect total deaf-

ness within a year or two.

I concealed my hearing handicap as best

as i could, with a terrible inner desperation.

Like Margaret Sullivan, who had the same
condition at the same time, I withdrew into

myself, and eventually agonized my way into

what is politely referred to as a nervous

breakdown. Unlike the tragedy of Margaret

Sullivan, I learned to accept my handicap

with the aid of psychiatric treatment, and

thanks to the surgical technique pioneered by
Dr. Srmuel Rosen in New York, I recovered
enough hearing ability to again function as a
performer.

During all the years you have seen me on
television, on the stage, or in motion pictures

—and I've been pretty hard to miss—on the

Sid Caesar show, with Dinah Shore, Jack
Benny, Perry Como, Dean Martin, Carol

Burnett, and many others. I have sung,
danced and performed without ever hearing
an orchestra, and often without hearing my
fellow performers. Thanks to two more recent
surgeries, I now have one fairly good ear, and
with a hearing aid, function quite well.

I am still, however, legally classified as
hearing handicapped. In California, among
many other states, I do not qualify for civil

service. Without special dispensation, often

very difficult for an individual to secure, I

cannot be a taxi-cab driver, a nurses' aide, or

even a janitor in a public building.

I am permitted to make speeches however,

and one of the things i often say in my
opeeches, is that many of the state and fed-

eral laws relating to handicaps are plainly and

simply absurd, often medieval. I think I prove

it in the state of California. I'd be a very good

janitor.

Many of our attitudes toward the handi-

capped are equally absurd and medieval.

Particularly toward the hearing handicapped.

Which brings me to my purpose in being here.

You know my work on television. I have had
a second less public career down through the

years, in education and service to the deaf
and hard of hearing. I am a board member of

the National Association of Hearing and
Speech Agencies, am a trustee of the Eugene
O'Neill Foundation which is responsible for

the now world-famous National Theatre of the

Deaf. I have been associated with the Lexing-

ton School for the Deaf, with Dr. Edna Levine

at New York University, was many years cam-
paign chairman for Hope for Hearing, at

UCLA. I have appeared before special com-
mittes of both the House and the Senate on
subjects related to hearing handicaps, and
recently I have had the high honor of being

appointed by Secretary Richardson, of HEW,
to the National Advisory Committee on Edu-
cation of Deaf.

These are only a few of my qualifications

in the area of the hearing handicapped. I

mention them only to emphasize that when
I speak of communication as I frequently do,

I have a lifetime of qualification as an expert.

I communicate extremely well, with or without

hearing.

Continued on Page Two
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Oralism Leads to Faulty Education . . .

Continued from Page One

All of this is by way of preparation for a

small but bitter pill I must administer to the

medical profession. Too many doctors know

too little about the nature of hearing disor-

ders, the psychiatric trauma involved, the life

experience of those affected, or even the

extent of remedial techniques available.

Loss of hearing capability with advancing

age is a generality, made even more serious

by our noisy civilization. It is not accom-
panied by an onset of pain, or even discom-

fort, and it is consequently much neglected

by the patient first, and then very often by a

doctor. Many doctors have been known to

advise their patients to wait until they "really

need it" before seeking audiological help.

That is very bad advice indeed. Time is the

enemy of remedial help for a hearing loss.

The longer one waits, the more difficult the

recovery, exactly as in the case of any other

ailment. I will not belabor the point, but if

any of you are saying "What?" more than you
used to, or think your wives and patients are

deliberately mumbling to irritate you, I sug-

gest you do something about it.

There is another area of this subject, where
I am sorry to tell you the medical profession

is not always well informed. That is in the

area of advice to parents of newly discovered

deaf children. Many general practitioners,

and pediatricans too, are under the com-
pletely erroneous impression that nowadays
all deaf children can be taught to speak "nor-

mally" whatever that is, and lead "normal
lives" if there ever is such a thing. Unfortu-

nately, that is not true. One child out of a

thousand deaf children may achieve intelli-

gible speech, but only intelligble. One in ten

thousand will be fortunate enough to have
good speech. But none will have "normal"
speech. None. For any doctor or pediatrician

to reassure parents that their children will

pass as normal in a hearing society, is to

prepare the way for what often becomes a

lifetime of frustration and despair.

And yet, every year, because hearing par-

ents want desperately to believe their chil-

dren will eventually become "normal," they

commit themselves without real knowledge
or experience, to what has become a deep-

rooted and romantic fallacy—that deeply

hearing handicapped children can, in time,

pass as normal and be not recognized. They

cannot. A deeply hearing handicapped child

will be a deeply handicapped adult, and the

years of delay in adjusting to that simple fact

are a source of tragedy, and very often the

wastage of an otherwise complete human
being.

I am considered controversial because of

that simple statement of fact, I am often at-

tacked by organizations of hearing parents,

dedicated to strict oralism, because I advo-

cate any and all methods of communication
in education of the deaf, not merely speech.

Ironically, I work with every organization of

the deaf throughout the country, fighting to

improve the life condition of the deaf—and
the only opposition is from the hearing. They
do not hear the facts about communication.

Communication is the primary problem of

the deaf, not speech. To put it into its basic

context, leaving out the human condition

entirely, dangerous as that is, communication
is a two-way process—input and output,

receiver and sender.

Considered for the moment only as receiv-

ers, which is the area of most importance to

the educator, the deaf have only a limited

number of communication possibilities:

First and foremost is reading ability, and
word comprehension, through the natural

growth of language and stored vocabulary.

Second is visible language, by fingerspell-

ing, sign language, and electronic projection.

Third is auditory amplification, where ap-

plicable, which offers a significant new meth-
od of enormous potential.

Fourth is lipreading, which a deaf educator
once told me is merely very small sign lan-

guage to the deaf.

These techniques of communication have
been given in their actual proven order of

effectiveness in the education of the deeply
hearing handicapped, according to every

modern scientific survey. Strict oralists put

lipreading at the top of the input list, how-
ever, although it is by far the least effective.

The very considerable dependence on read-

ing lips in the education of the deaf over the

last fifty years has been directly responsible

for the appalling low level of deaf education
indicated by every important statistical study
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of the past ten or fifteen years. At the age of

18, the average deaf adolescent has the

equivalent of a sixth-grade education.

Dr. Edgar Lowell, of the Tracy Clinic, a

world famous oral institution, is himself the

research source of basic studies which indi-

cate that only one word in four can be read

from the lips with any degree of accuracy.

Fully half the letters of the alphabet are am-
biguous to sight, even when known, and ten

of them do not appear on the lips at all,

including four vowels. Even the most casual

exposure to a mirror will demonstrate the

enormous difficulties of lipreading. And yet,

too often with the uninformed advice of phy-

sicians, hearing parents place the entire edu-

cational lifetime of their children on this very

imperfect altar.

When I had every reason to believe I would
soon be totally deaf, I studied lipreading for

several years with acknowledged experts in

the field. I had a desperate necessity to suc-

ceed, but I could not master the art, and I

was a grown woman at the time, with a con-
siderable vocabulary, not a deaf child with no
language at all.

Five minutes of trying to understand a TV
news broadcast with the sound turned off,

will demonstrate to any hearing person just

how little information is being communicated
to deaf children by this method, on which
unfortunately, most of their education is now
based.

The modern position, simply stated, and
supported not only by every authority in the

field, but by the educated adult deaf them-
selves, is that every possible method of com-
munication should be used simultaneously in

the education of the hearing handicapped

—

total communication. To limit them to one
method, either oralism or manualism, or to

place undue emphasis on any one form of

communication to the exclusion of others, is

a serious mistake. More and more educators
are coming to that view as the evidence piles

up of the massive failure of the pure lipread-

ing approach which now dominates the field.

Lipreading is not effective, nor accurate
enough for a modern education, considering

the deaf only as receivers.

Considered only as senders, which be-

comes important to the deaf in a later socio-

economic sense, the priorities change signifi-

cantly. Speech and lipreading skill become of

primary importance, with writing ability sec-

ond, and manual communication third. There-

fore, speech should be taught to the deaf,

and made easily available to them as training,

from the cradle to the grave. They need

speech in terms of life experience, employ-

ment, social relations, and achievement.

They need it most after an education, how-

ever, not before. Speech taught at the expen-

se of an education is the tragedy of the deaf

in this country. Speech is no substitute for

knowledge, no magic panacea. It is merely

a form of communication, much less impor-

tant to the deaf than it is to the hearing.

Strictly oralist hearing parents are caught,

however, bedazzled, and completely be-

witched by the mystical, magical, miraculous

romance that their deaf children will even-

tually appear to be "normal" in a hearing so-

ciety if only they are taught to speak. Anyone
who works in the field of the hearing handi-

capped, knows the consequences of this

tragic misconception. And that misconcep-
tion is often shared, I am sorry to say, by
members of the medical profession. Normalcy
for the hearing handicapped is deafness to

various degrees, and trying to conceal it,

minimize it, or pretend that it can be made
to disappear by enough effort, is a sham and
a delusion. Pre-school education for the deaf
in the United States is almost entirely oral,

and many millions have been spent on
speech. Again, primary school and secondary
school facilities for education of the deaf are

predominantly oral, and have been for nearly

half a century. Literally billions have been
spent on speech and lipreading to the exclu-

sion of other forms of communication. And
yet 87 per cent of the graduates of this sys-

tem are employed in manual labor. It is ob-

vious that the deaf adolescent in our society

faces the world with an even greater handi-

cap than his disability—a faulty education.

Of what use is it to speak, if there is

nothing to say?

(Speech edited for publication by Nationol

Association of the Deaf. Sources of studies

quoted: Drs. Boatner and McClure, Wrightstone,

Aronow, Babbidge Report, Stuckless and Birch,

Quigley and Frisina, Marshall Hester, McCoy

Continued on Page Four
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Continued from Page Three

Vernon, Dr. Edgar Lowell, Meodow, Boyce Wil-

liams, Moskowitz, Shein and Bushnaq, Denton

and others.

(For further information, consult Dr. McCoy

Vernon, Ph.D., Dept. of Psychology, Western

Moryland College, Westminster, Mo., 21157. Or

Mr. Frederick C. Schreiber, executive secretary.

Notional Association of the Deaf, 905 Bonifant

Street, Silver Spring, Md., 20910, v^ith cooper-

ating associations in 41 states. Or Mr. Tom

Coleman, executive director. National Associa-

tion of Hearing and Speech and Agencies, 919

18th St., N.W., Washington, D.C., 20006,

member agencies in every state.)

r o

Classroom Chatter
o from the Department for the Blind H

>n< ><•>< >n< ^nr—>o<-4/

For health class we were studying food

and food markets. We had a field trip to the

super market and we saw the meat, dairy

and fruit departments. It was fun. We had a

treat from Mrs. Stafne.

—Lyie Burgett

We memorized the poem "September."
It told us about fall, how the corn turns

brown.

—Barbara Bearcrane

Fall

Fall is here. The wind blows the leaves all

over the ground. Soon the leaves will be cov-

ered with snow.

—April Carter

Three Things I Remember Best

It was a hot day in June and I was camp-
ing near a river with my family. We put the

tents up the first thing. It got cold early the

next morning and Cathy and I got up and
started the fire. It got quite hot during the

day so Cathy and I went wading in the river.

It was great fun. I was the first to fall in the

swift current. During this same trip, we went
to Yellowstone Park. We enjoyed it very much.

A few weeks later, we bought some prop-

erty out east of Billings. We went out there

almost every evening and explored the prop-

erty.

It was August and it was hot again. This

time we were camped near a stream. Cathy
and I went wading again and I sat down in

the cold water. That felt good.

All of these experiences plus many others

gave me an enjoyable summer.
—Don Raikes

Going to the Fire Station

One week in October all the students in

the Blind Department visited the Fire Station

near our school. We learned that if there is a

fire, we should not be frightened. We also

learned that we should not run and push in

case of a fire.

The firemen wear big, thick, heavy boots

when they fight a fire. Sometimes the fire-

men must climb tall ladders to rescue people
from buildings.

The firemen have big hoses to put out fires

with water. We learned that if it is a grease
fire, they have special chemicals to put on
it. If the grease fire is small, a person should
put baking soda on it. The firemen have all

kinds of chemicals to put out different kinds

of fires. One of these chemicals is called

carbon dioxide.

Before we left the fire station, we all got

to blow the siren on a truck. I don't like

sirens if they are up close to me, but it was
a good visit.

—Vicki Burgett

The fourth grade had fun studying fables.

Here are some of our fables and the morals,
* * *

There once was a bird and a fish. The bird

wanted to eat the fish. The bird saw the fish

in the water and grabbed him. Then he
thought he saw another fish and when he
opened his mouth for the other fish, he lost

the one he had and was without any.

The moral of my fable is: He that wants all

gets none.

—LyIe Burgett

The Fox and the Owl

Once there was a fox who saw an owl.

The fox wanted the owl for dinner. The fox

Continued on Page Six
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How Is Our New School Coming Along?

\

DECEMBER 15-STARTING THE FRAMEWORK

JANUARY 15-THE GROUND AND BASEMENT VIEWS OF PARTIAL SKELETON
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FCC Suggests

TV Subtitles
The Federal Communications Commission

has just suggested that television stations

use subtitles and other visual aids in news

reports to benefit an estimated 20 million

hearing impaired Americans, according to a

United Press International release.

The Commission recommended the

"use of visual announcements when pre-

senting bulletins of an emergency na-

ture, such as approaching tornadoes,

windstorms, hazardous driving condi-

tions, escaped convicts, industrial acci-

dents, health hazards and other commu-
nity dangers.

"The suggestion— it is not a rule—is

being mailed, in the form of a public

notice, to the licensees of television

broadcasting stations."

This action by FCC resulted from an appeal

by the Television Committee for the Hearing

Impaired of the Council of Organizations

Serving the Deaf. The committee, headed by

Joseph Wiedenmayer, special assistant to

the Alexander Graham Bell Association for

the Deaf, has been striving for several years

to get much greater visualization proced-

ures along with oral communication in all

talk shows as well as in news broadcasts. It

also recommends an occasional captioned

movie on television.

The Office of Telecommunication Policy of

the Executive Office of the President (U.S.)

and the National Association of Broadcasters
have also supported the committee's efforts.

"Captions and subtitles used together with

oral communication on television do not dis-

tract normally hearing viewers and would
help television capture a vast lost audience,"

said Wiedenmayer.

Classroom Chatter, Blind . . .

Continued from Page Four

laughed to himself. The owl flew over the

cliff and sat in a tree. The fox jumped over

the cliff after the owl, expecting to land in

the tree. Instead, he fell on the sharp rocks

below. Who-o-o, said the owl.
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The moral of the fable: He who laughs last

laughs best.

—Tom Masterson

The Cub and the Buffalo

Once a bear cub saw a buffalo. He wanted

to kill the buffalo. The cub tried five times to

get the buffalo. The buffalo charged back at

the cub. The cub turned and ran for his

life.

The moral of the fable: It is easy to be

brave at a safe distance.

—Don Raikes

The Cub and the Hive of Bees

Once there was a bear cub who saw a hive

of bees. The cub said, "I will get that honey,"

so he walked closer and closer. The bees

began buzzing loudly. One flew at the cub.

"Help," he cried, "I must get out of here,"

and off he went.

The moral of my fable is: It is easy to be
brave from a safe distance.

—Tracy Masterson

Thursday is reward day for our room.

When we have earned a number of tokens

we get a reward. We chose to play "bingo"

with our new bingo game, for our reward.

Barbara Bearcrane came down with chick-

enpox during the holidays and was a week
late coming back to school.

Some of our elves are getting close o the

top of the rope. Each time we read a library

book our elves get to move up on the rope.

At the top is a surprise for us.

On Monday, December 14, the Kindergar-

ten Class from the Department of the Visually

Impaired, went on a field trip to see Santa

Claus and to look at toys. We brought some
of the Christmas cookies we made and frost-

ed. Santa enjoyed them very much.

We have been busy getting ready for

Christmas making chains and ornaments for

our Christmas tree.

—Beverly Jones, Kim Hrubes,

and Brian Pfleger

We read the story of "The Gingerbread
Man." We learned about ingredients we
would need to make one of our own. We went
to Mrs. Vasichek's house and made ginger-
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THE GINGERBREAD BAKERS!! - Pictured above

(left to right) ore George Moinworing, Scott

Wheat, Matt Meskimen and Cindy Kister with

gingerbread men they made. (Photo by Mrs.

Vasichek)

bread men. We each helped measure and mix

the ingredients. Then we rolled out the dough

and cut out the gingerbread men. We used

frosting to decorate them before we baked

them. We all helped eat them.

—Cindy Kister

We are celebrating Cindy's birthday in Jan-

uary because the chickenpox sent her home a

week before the regular Christmas vacation.

Mrs. Vasichek had her birthday during vaca-

tion too so we'll celebrate hers at the same
time.

—Scott Wheat

We are having "The Eskimo Twins" read

to us. We are learning about how they live

in the cold North land. We are making an

igloo for our table. We will make penguins

that walk.

—Matthew Meskimen

We made snowmen for our bulletin board.

We are making a big one for the room. We
will use a carrot for a nose. He will be as tall

as we are. We put scarves on all the snow-

men. Mine has ear-muffs on.

—George Mainwaring

Page Seven

Jottings From
Junior N.A,D.
The meeting came to order at 8:10 p.m. on

January 26, 1971.

The total of the treasury is $218.23. We will

talk about a toboggan outing at the next

meeting in February.

Laurie Mullins made a motion that Junior

N.A.D. minutes be published in the Rocky
Mountain Leader.

Douglas Catron and Gregory Lakey were
chosen to go to Washington for the conven-
tion during the week of April 9 to 12.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:50 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Brenda LeMieux,

Secretary

A MASTERPIECE-David Rine is photographed

along with his replica of Steve Bronson's motor-

cycle. The replica took 4 months of patient work,

an hour each day. It is composed of about 100

pieces. (Photo by R. Mullins)

Quotable Quotes
Those who complain about the way the ball

bounces are often the ones who dropped it.
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Basketball Is Back!!

Coach John Pearson

After a lapse of several years, M.S.D.B.

again has a basketball team competing with

other schools in the area.

Practice started in mid-November. It was
obvious to both the coaches and the players

that we had a long way to go.

The boys worked very hard. There were
positions and plays to learn and, of course,

lots of running and calisthenics.

During our first few games the team had
trouble getting on the scoreboard, but as the

season progressed, we improved.

We competed with teams from Geraldine,

Cascade, Heart Butte, Brady, Fort Benton,

Centerville and Belt. In addition to school

teams, we competed with three Y.M.C.A.

teams and one intra-mural team from Central

High School. We played eighteen games be-

tween November 21 and Feb. 23.

Our team consists of twelve boys ranging

in age from sixteen to twelve. Coaches are

Mr. John Pearson and Mr. Karl Fiske. Student
managers are Robert Steppler and Howard
Hammel.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Cascade L Nov. 21 There
Demming L Dec. Here
Geraldine L Dec. 9 There
Heart Butte W Jan. 8 Here

^ /

Coach Karl Fiske

Brady L Jan. 12

Brady L Jan. 20

Y.M.C.A L Jan. 21

Fort Benton L Jan. 23

Centerville W Jan. 25

Y.M.C.A W Jan. 28

Belt W Feb. 1

Geraldine L Feb. 3

Brady W Feb. 9

Belt L Feb. 11

Y.M.C.A Feb. 18

Heart Butte Feb. 20

Cascade Feb. 22

Holy Family Feb. 23

Here
There
Here
There
There
Here
There
Here
Here
Here
Here
There
Here
Here

A VALIANT EFFORT-Douglas Catron (14) tries

to shoot an inside shot through a sea of Y.M.C.A.

arms. (22) is Mark Aleksinski and (white) right

is Gregory Lake/. (Photo by R. Mullins)
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THE TEAM OF 1970-1971—Front row, kneeling (left to right): Mike Huber, Steve Yackley,

Oscar Kinzel, Flarin Big Lake, Dick Stokes, Manager Robert Steppler; Back row (left to

right): Coach John Pearson, Kenneth Ellis, Donald Fink, Jon Mullins, Douglas Catron,

Gregory Lakey, Douglas Harasymczuk, Mark Aleksinski, Coach Karl Fiske. (Photo by

Ron Darcy)

YEA, TEAM, YEA—Our cheerful cheerleaders are

(left to right) Laurie Mullins, Marion Louie and

Connie McCorkle. (Photo by R. Mullins)

LHT'S TRY THIS PLAY-Mr. Pearson gives some

"late-in-the-game" advice to a tired crev^. (Photo

by R. Mullins)
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The Deaf Child
Prepared by the Research Utilization Branch, Division of Research Demonstration Grants, Office of Re-

search, Demonstrations and Training, Social and Rehabilitation Service Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Washington, D.C.

We are indebted to Dr. Bernard Tervoort,

author of the final report "Analysis of Commu-

nicative Structure Patterns in Deaf Children"

(RD-467, 1967), for the first draft of this Brief.

We regret that no copies of the final report

itself are available.

THOUSANDS of deaf children regularly face

the challenge of having to get along in a

hearing environment. Most of them can suc-

ceed if they can make themselves under-

stood. Yet all too many are permitted to grow
beyond the sensitive peak of learning and
even up to school age, without receiving any

guidance. As a result, they naturally follow

the strong tendency found in all deaf chil-

dren to communicate in their own way. Their

system is a private one which they use only

when conversing among themselves. It

involves hand action almost exclusively and
is not understandable outside their group.

Significantly, they are always much more
fluent and relaxed when using it than when
conversing with hearing people.

To ascertain the relation between this pri-

vately developed esoteric system (visual) and
the socially recognized exoteric system
(acoustic) taught in schools, Dr. Bernard Ter-

voort of the Institute for the Deaf, St. Mich-

ielsgestel, the Netherlands, undertook a 6-

year European-American study (RD-467) in

conjunction with Gallaudet College, Washing-
ton, D.C. The subjects for the study consisted

of 48 children in the 7 to 17 age range who
had become deaf by the time they were 1

year old, before they had a chance to acquire

language. They were selected from four

residential schools for the deaf—two in the

United States, one in Holland, and one in

Belgium. An effort was made to choose pupils

who, apart from their deafness, were as nor-

mal as possible. They were of average intel-

ligence, came from intact homes, and had

no physical handicaps other than their loss of

hearing.

For the purposes of this study, deaf chil-

dren were defined as children whose commu-

nication has to develop exclusively or mainly

through vision. They can be divided into four

groups: (1) those who do poorly in speech but

well in language; (2) those who do well in

speech but poorly in language; (3) those who
do well in both; (4) those who do poorly in

both. Group 4 is the hardest to communicate
with but, fortunately, represents only a small

minority. Group 3, of course, has the greatest

advantage because of its broader base for

communication. Of the other two, Group 1 is

better equipped for life than Group 2, since

language is the indispensable competence
necessary for communication, whereas
speech, always with lipreading, is only one
of several specific communicative skills. In-

effective speech leads to surface problems
of communication, but ineffective language
leads to basic inadequacy.

Educational philosophies take different

paths in attempting to avoid both of these

extremes. The oral method shuns signing

and spelling and stresses speech as the nor-

mal communicative skill, all the while giving

the child as full a command of language as

possible. Dangers to avoid are (1) frustration

and (2) speech skills without adequate lan-

guage competence. The simultaneous meth-
od, frequently used in the United States,

teaches fingerspelling and signing after 4 or

5 years of speech and lipreading as the best

means of making progress in language ac-

quisition and subject matter.
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Implications for Action

0 The deaf child is usually eager to commu-
nicate and knows his own best ways to

succeed at it. You, as the hearing partner,

should accept his choice:

Speech-only. The easiest for you and the

most difficult for the child. If he chooses this

method, it means a real challenge for him.

Encourage him all you can. Face the light

and speak slowly and clearly, without exag-

geration. Do not raise your voice. Accept re-

petitions until the child gives up, but never

pretend to understand him if you do not.

Spelling-only. A good choice for children.

It consists of spelling the letters of each word
in the air and is easy to learn, the only dif-

ficult part being to read it back from the part-

ner. Keep in practice, and ask the child to

go slowly at first.

Signing-only. The easiest for many adults

and some young deaf persons. It involves the

combining of large units of utterance into

manual symbols. Signing is hard to learn

well, but is a mandatory skill for full-time pro-

fessional workers with the deaf. A course in

sign language is more helpful than a hand-
book.

Simultaneous means. Combinations of the

possibilities mentioned above. Most people
prefer speech with finger-spelling.

Writing. The last resort. It means, for both
hearing and the deaf partner, that all other

systems of communication have failed.

% Everyone who works with the deaf should
have a solid knowledge of the deaf per-

son's communication problems and com-
munication behavior in a structural lin-

guistic sense; for only on the basis of this

knowledge can successful language
teaching start.

9 It is possible to educate a few children in

such a way that they will be able to fore-

go all other communicative means but
speech and lipreading. However, those
who practice this principle should be
warned that (1) speech is not identical

with language, and language is more
important; (2) success in speech training

does not guarantee success in language
teaching; (3) the deaf child who can live

happily with speech-only is the exception.

^ Frustration can result from forcing the

deaf child to use speech and lipreading

only. But if permitted to use a combina-

tion of speech with finger-spelling and
signing, or with signing-only, he can com-
municate in a happy and relaxed fashion.

% Success in language teaching is possible

even though the results of speech training

may be only fair to poor. However, such
efforts must always be based on an ac-

knowledgement that training is a compen-
satory, not an additive, device. If we must,

we can accept the fact that a child is deaf
but not that he is unable to understand or

to make himself understood.

0 No means of communication can be suc-

cessful if the child's language compe-
tence is inadequate. In a conversation, the

hearing partner has to be aware of the

fundamental distinction between poor
communicative skills and poor command
of English. The latter is far more difficult

to overcome than the former. Indeed,

many hearing persons never attain a good
command of English. However, even if the

child lacks good language, we must keep
trying to communicate with him on sub-

ject matter that is within his intellectual

reach. It pays to distinguish between lack

of knowledge and a certain level of sound
thinking.

^ To develop competence, pupils need lots

of conversation and good reading, as well

as instruction in how to visualize the syn-

tax of what they are going to say so they
will be able to form correct complex sen-
tences.

Findings

9 An examination of some 72,000 vocabu-
lary items in about 14,500 utterances (a

series of words presenting a thought)
indicated that the pupils made much more
progress in acquiring language than in

acquiring speech.

0 35 per cent of all speech uttered by the
children was grammatical, or acceptable
for the hearing environment. 65 per cent
stayed below that norm. This suggests that

a deaf child has, to a certain extent, one
language — the difficult, exoteric one
involving speech — for people who can
hear, and another—the easy, esoteric one
involving fingerspelling and signing—for

his mates.

0 The esoteric system, dominant in the be-
ginning, influences the exoteric system

Continued on Page Twelve
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and is the main reason for the stereotyped

mistakes that characterize the deaf child's

efforts to communicate with the hearing

community.

0 The exoteric system—which should domi-

nate the communication of the adult deaf

person if that part of his education has

been successful — influences the esoteric

system to the extent that, even at an early

age, normal vocabulary and structure pen-

etrate into the child's private communica-
tion.

% Use of exoteric language did not occur

significantly until the age of 10; but from

that point on, there was progressive

growth in both incidence and ability.

0 A large majority preferred to communi-
cate by combining speech with finger-

spelling or signing. If it was a question of

using only one means of communication,
they preferred signing to speech.

0 Imitative gesturing—a depiction of objects

and ideas that can be imitated easily—is

typical with all very young deaf children.

It tends to disappear earlier in American
children, who have adult manual communi-
cation to draw on.

% Nouns, more than any other parts of

speech, were incorporated into the chil-

dren's own language. The other content-

words (verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) as
well as all function-words (pronouns, pre-

positions, conjunctions, and articles) oc-

curred below normal expectancy.

0 Progress was most evident during the

grade school years. After age 12 or 13 it

slowed down or even disappeared.

0 Poor command of English was manifested

to a serious degree in the excessive use
of content-vs.-function-words ("Statue up-

per lip" for "I was in the upper lip of the

Statue of Liberty"). Content-words have a
predominantly naming function and are

easily imagined and visualized. Of this

type, nouns occur by far the most fre-

quently in the deaf child's communication.
Function-words, in contrast, have a pre-

dominantly grammatical function and
cause the deaf child much more trouble.

0 Poor command of English was manifested
to a lesser degree by the omission of

words ("my family to Oregon"); the inver-

sion of words ("Mother my sew new
dress"); superfluous words ("I wonder
why Oswald shot to him); substitution of

words ("who are she?"); and by failure

to use proper endings on words ("five

chair"; Daddy say"; "last year my sister

die"; "you work bad").

—THE KENTUCKY STANDARD,
November, 1970; Vol. 97, No. 8
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Quotable Quotes
It isn't necessary to blow out the other per

son's light to let your own shine.
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MONTANA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND
3800 SECOND AVENUE NORTH
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The School is administered by a Superintendent (Floyd J. McDowell) and is governed

by the State Board of Education. Funds to operate the School and funds for capital replace-

ment and construction are appropriated by the State Legislature.

The School operates on a 9-month school schedule running from approximately the

first week in September to the first week in June. The residence facilities are open for these
mocjths except for the Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter holidays when all children are

required to go home. No attendance is maintained during the summer months.

The School operates two separate EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS:
(1) A Department for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired, and

(2) A Department for the Blind and Vision Impaired

For those children in need of this special education who live outside the City of Great
Falls, a dormitory residence is maintained and staffed with competent people.

Department for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired

Eligibility:

Any child who is a resident of Montana and is educationally disadvantaged
because of a hearing loss is eligible for admission to the School. Minimum age
limitations have been removed by legislative action. Maximum age of attendance
is 21 years.

Limitations for Admittance:

1. Age limits as noted above.

2. Hearing loss must be certified and substantiated by medical authority and/or audi-

ological examination.

3. Educable. The child must fall within the limits of intelligence wherein he will profit

from an educational program of stimulation. In other words—the primary handicap-
ping condition must be the loss of hearing. (This limitation is rather freely adminis-

tered because of the inexactness of testing methods available.)

4. Parents or guardian must be responsible for the following costs:

a. Transportation to and from school for all required school holidays.

b. Personal needs of the child, such as: clothing, toiletries, spending money, etc.

c. Medical treatment, examinations, hospitalization, therapy, medicines, etc. (Rou-

tine examination for minor ailments are provided by medical staff at the School.)

There are no fees or charges for education, room or board. These costs are covered
fully by school funds.

Department for the Blind and Vision impaired

Eligibility:

Any child who is a resident of Montana and because ^ ^ limitation of vision cannot

successfully compete in a regular school program is e-; for admission to the School.

Limitations for Admission:
,

1. Age limits—No minimum except as dictated by available staff and facilities. Maxi-

mum age—21 years.

2. Vision loss—Certification by opthalmological examination. Generally the legal defini-

nition of blindness is used as the limitation for admission except in those cases of

deterioration prognosis.

3. Educability—The child must fall within the limits of intelligence wherein a program
of academic training will be beneficial. In other words, the primary handicapping con-

dition must be the loss or limitation of vision. Because of inexactness of testing meth-

ods for the very young child, assumptions of educability are quite freely made
where conditions indicate the advisability of such interpretation.

4. Parents or guardian must be responsible for the following costs:

Same as for Department for Hearing Impaired: See Paragraph 4 in Limitations for

Admittance above.

For information regarding admission of students or the general operation of the School,

please write to:

Superintendent's Office

Montana School for the Deaf and the Blind

3800 iSecond Avenue North

Great Falls, Montana 59401


